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JUNE 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Legend of Croc Gold
From Thursday 29 June at 20:00
Modern day gold mining is a difficult profession at
the best of times, but on an island not far from
Papua New Guinea in Southeast Asia the locals have
more than the usual problems to contend with.
Running through the island’s interior is a river that is
home not only to one of the world’s largest
untapped gold reserves, but also to ferocious
crocodiles that have claimed the lives of many of the
locals who dared to get too close to the water’s
edge. In order to search out and retrieve the vast
wealth of gold lurking beneath the surface, the local
miners recruit outsiders who come with a thorough
knowledge of mining techniques as well as the
equipment and know-how to deal with the river’s
torrent. But will their experience be enough in the
face of large, territorial and hungry crocodiles?

Yukon Men
From Monday 19 June at 21:00
Just 60 miles from the Arctic Circle there lies a frozen
village that is part of an unknown America where
men hunt and trap to survive, and where the
howling wolves are a constant reminder of how
isolated its 200 citizens really are. Welcome to
Tanana, Alaska. Here, life is harsh: hypothermia and
starvation are a constant menace, and it is an epic
struggle to find the meat and fur vital to the town's
survival. Hungry predators are also a constant
threat, stalking hunters and unsuspecting villagers
when their prey becomes scare. Boys grow into men
quickly to help the family survive, and father-son
bonding and tensions take on a new meaning in this
environment. Each changing season brings new
struggles, new threats and new dangers, yet, against
the odds, the men overcome daily obstacles by
sticking together. As the series returns, these
extraordinary characters once more risk their lives to
feed their families and protect their traditions.
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JUNE 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Deadliest Catch
From Sunday 11 June at 21:00
It's the deadliest job on earth: crab fishing off the
Alaska coast on the icy Bering Sea. This season, it’s
the dawn of new beginnings as Wild Bill sinks all of
his money into a new boat as well as bittersweet
endings as the Hillstrand brothers mark their final
season. Sig Hansen struggles to balance health and
wealth while young captains Jake and Sean Dwyer
fight to keep their place in the fleet. Temperatures in
the Bering Sea have risen 4 degrees in the last year
alone - 50 times the global average. Consequently,
the crabs have vanished, panicking the fleet and
sparking a gruelling hunt into unchartered territory
to save their way of life. On the Northwestern,
Captain Sig braces for the worst as he returns after a
major heart attack. After a tough season, a meaner,
leaner and sober Keith Colburn arrives to take the
reins. With quotas slashed, Sean fights to preserve
the legacy of the father he lost too soon, and Jake
Anderson's job is on the line after a dismal last
season.

Street Outlaws (Vs. Fast N'
Loud Mega Race)
From Friday 23 June at 21:00
It’s a Texas vs. Oklahoma adrenaline-fueled, supercharged month as the Street Outlaws go head to
head against the Fast N’ Loud crew in the ultimate
‘Mega Race’. With the challenge issued both teams
must build a car from scratch and then put both
their build skills and racing skills to the test. Viewers
will follow both crews as they build the best car for
the track and face difficulties at every turn. Will the
Gas Monkey Garage’s engineering and build skills
win them the day or will the Outlaws’ racing
experience get them over the finish line? With
reputations at stake it’s Street Outlaw's Big Chief
and Murder Nova versus Fast N' Loud's Richard
Rawlings and Aaron Kaufman, plus special guests in
this crossover special to settle the score.
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